
 

Helps with I Do I Do I Do 
choreography by Wayne & Barbara Blackford / helps written by Susie & Gert-Jan Rotscheid 

 
INTRODUCTION 
feather finish lady turn & transition 
You are starting the introduction shadow position facing diagonal line & wall, both with a left 
foot free. The first figure is a "cross check, recover, side". The next figure, the "feather finish" 
The man will do the feather finish like normal, with normal foxtrot timing, SQQ. The lady will 
dance 2 slow steps. She will step back right, then turning left face step forward left. The 
figure ends in closed position/diagonal line & center. 
 
 
PART B 
natural hover cross 
This figure is starting here from closed position, so the lady needs to remember to do a heel 
turn. 
 
double reverse spin 
The figure will start diagonal line & center and end diagonal line & wall 
 
reverse fallaway to Banjo - weave ending - you will dance this combination twice 
This is 4 figures and they are all quicks, so you will have 16 quicks in a row. They are also all 
progressive, so you will really be moving. 
 
• reverse fallaway to Banjo: you start in closed position/diagonal line & center 

1. Man - step forward left 
Lady - step back right 

2. Man - turn slightly left face & step side right - but step towards line of dance 
Lady - step back left keeping body towards man (so you will also have to turn slightly 
left face).  
You are now in Semi position facing reverse line of dance. 

3. Man - step back left, well under your body so you don't loose contact with your 
partner 
Lady -  step back right, here starting into a left face turn, bringing your head to closed 
to get ready for the last step in this figure 

4. Man - step back right outside partner to end in Banjo/reverse line of dance 
Lady - continue to turn left face and step forward left to your partner 
 

The figure ends in Banjo/reverse line of dance 
 

• weave ending 
This is a normal weave ending, so the last 4 steps of a weave: back, back, side, forward. 
The cue sheet says to end this in Banjo/line of dance. You will have to either over turn 
the weave ending a bit to start the next figure (either another reverse fallaway, or a 
diamond turn), or adjust when you stat the next figure. 


